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Nancy Richards-Stower was one of eight women in a class of about 115 that entered
Franklin Pierce Law Center on its opening day in September, 1973. She currently practices
employment law in Merrimack, NH. She has written for Bar News on employment issues.

located between working farms, are legend (Contracts I:
negotiating with farmers to not spread manure during
finals; Ethics I: what to do about the 7-foot marijuana
plant growing in the dirt driveway; Administrative Law:
why making turkey sandwiches atop the tiny fridge
near the card catalog, while puffing a Marlboro, was acceptable library behavior in “the different law school”;
International Law: EEC intellectual property policy explained by European leaders under a tent on the front
lawn ; and Law and Science: Bob rolling into “Classroom I” a huge scale model of the Loch Ness Monster’s
plesiosaur-like “fin” from his famous photo.

In Turbulent Times
Following Franks’ first year, the political times were
turbulent: President Nixon was still in the White
House, the last helicopter would not rise from the
American embassy in Saigon for another ten months,
and America was still raw from the 1968 assassinations of Dr. Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy,
and the 1970 slaughter of student protesters at
Kent State and Jackson State. But here, in Concord,
atop
a mountain, it was quiet and peaceful as we studied
law and enjoyed our beautiful view of Mt. Kearsage
and acres of flowering meadow, some of which, we
students tilled for vegetable gardens.
But I was broke. I lost my Maine student loans by
getting married (a function of the residency laws) and
got fired from my waitressing job after complaining
about minimum wage violations (before I knew anything about employment law). I met with Bob to ask
about dropping out and re-applying when I had the
funds. Bob’s answer was to take out his checkbook and
pay my tuition. He asked me to do research on the constitutional limitations of the Commerce Department.
Thankfully, he never asked for my report.
Over the next 35 years, Bob Rines continued to
support me in all my professional, political and personal choices. What an inspiration he was! As a child,
he played a violin duet with Albert Einstein; while a
teen, he invented important radar technology used
in WWII and upon which ultrasound, LORAN and
Patriot Missile inventions were based. As an adult, he

encouraged thousands of science careers through the
Academy of Applied Science and its Research, Engineering Apprenticeship Program. He filed thousands
of successful patents (including for Governor John
Sununu and for a South African doctor who invented
a cryogenic probe and operated on the eyes of Nelson
Mandela), and, much like the multi-faceted Thomas
Jefferson, even experimented with plants (using a rare
plant’s growth enhancing, non-toxic oil as an alternative to pesticides).

From Broadway to Bangladesh
All the while, he had a twinkle in his eye for adventure, monsters, saving giant elephants, organizing
medical sight-saving operations in poor nations, writing music and sharing an Emmy for his work in New
York theater, and even helping the founding of a new
democratic nation, Bangladesh, whose President, Abu
Sayeed Chowdhury visited us in Concord to personally
thank him.
But it was the law school which brought about the
most change. Besides offering a J.D. program, Franklin
Pierce Law Center attracted many third-world students
to enroll in the Center’s Master of Intellectual Property (MIP) program. Established to teach the American patent and licensing systems, it paved the way for
American technology transfers to improve the living
standards in other countries, and to foster peace. In
1989, following the Tiananmen Square Massacre, Bob
received a clandestine fax from one of his Chinese students. He wanted Bob to know that he had survived
the slaughter and would continue to work for change.
What a legacy.
I regret that future generations at Frank’s will never
meet this true Renaissance man. His talents, personal
kindnesses, sense of humor, and grace under pressure
only begin to explain who he was. Bob’s mantra was,
“Don’t tell me why I can’t; show me how I can.” Thus before
him fell legal precedents and arose new ways of looking
at all manner of innovations.
I am so lucky that in the summer of 1974 he paid
my law school tuition so that I could continue to have
him as teacher and mentor.
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